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Abstract:  

This work presents a game titled Face: a game to aid treatment of autistic 

children through the interpretation and recognition of facial expressions, 

developed by the team multidisplinar of the Federal Institute of Education, 

Science and Technology of Maranhão (IFMA), using the methodology of 

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), commonly associated with the treatment of 

children with Disorders of the Autism Spectrum disorders (ASD). The 

application divide the learning of facial expression in small tasks, containing 

positive reinforcement each time the child wins or loses. The educator has 

access to the settings menu of the game, can increase or reduce the amount of 

interaction between the child and the game can select the facial expression to be 

worked. The first screen of the game displays an image chosen by the educator, 

presented a screen with "n" bins "m", in order to improve the learning of the 

facial expression desired. After the child be able to reach all the "n" screen 

positions, more interaction will be added with the goal of strengthening the 
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learning. In each phase, a new image, in different positions, it will be displayed 

on the screen, representing different levels in the game, this process is repeated 

during all phases of the game. In the end, the educators have access to the report 

containing the results corresponding to each phase of the game, with the amount 

of interaction, amount  ringtones on other buttons, the amount of touches on 

other buttons, amount ringtones on out of buttons, time spent to complete each 

phase, as well as their statistics. 

Keywords - Autism; Education; Game; Psychology. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Autism Apectrum Disorder (ASD), in general, can be defined by 

persistent impairments in interaction and social communication, with difficulty 

in expressing and understanding other people's feelings, in addition to the 

presence of repetitive and restricted patterns of behavior. Such characteristics 

may vary according to the severity and nature of the symptoms. The ASD has no 

known etiology and understands, more specifically, autism or autistic disorder 

[1,5,8]. 

The authors [2,3,6,9], indicate that “[...] autism and the autism spectrum 

disorders (ASD) have the strongest evidence they have genetic bases”, they 

emphasize that the data are reliable and that the recent findings in the area offer 

the possibility of advances in the discovery of the real cause of autism and other 

spectrum disorders [4, 7]. 

In the present work, we present a game-oriented to aid in the teaching-

learning process of autistic children with difficulties in the recognition and 

interpretation of facial expressions. 
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THE GAME: 

The Face-ABA presents itself as a game with the purpose to assist 

professionals from Education and Psychology in the teaching of interpretation 

and recognition of facial expressions for children with autism spectrum, the Fig. 

01 the initial screen of the game and the Fig. 02 shows the configuration menu 

of the game. 

Fig. 1 – InitialscreenFace-ABA Fig. 2 – Configurationmenu of thegame 

 
 

Source: Authors, 2018 Source: Authors, 2018 

Given the amount of interaction "m" so as to reinforce the learning of the 

facial expression desired. After the child be able to reach all the "n" screen 

positions, more interaction will be added with the goal of strengthening the 

learning. In each phase, a new image, in different positions, it will be displayed 

on the screen, representing different levels in the game, this process is repeated 

during all phases of the game, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 –  Phases of the game 

 

Source: Authors, 2018 
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GAMEPLAY: 

When entering the first phase of the game, with only one picture, the 

player starts his interaction with the game setting the expression facial to be 

worked. By clicking on the character will be automatically directed to the 

second stage, if the player click on the wrong in the image nothing happens, and 

when you click the correct one will be taken to the next stage of the game, the 

following stages follow the same dynamic, in this way the third phase is 

composed of three images with only a proper interaction, and so on, passing by 

the fourth and fifth phase, ending with the sixth phase consisting of six images, 

as shown in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 –  Phases of the game 

 

Source: Authors, 2018 

At the end of your first experience with the game the player is taken to a 

new screen containing all the positive reinforcement and containing statistics of 

the game, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 –  The End of the first experience with Game Face-ABA 

 

Source: Authors, 2018 
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